"I have sworn upon the altar of god, eternal hostility against every form of tyranny over the mind of man."

Thomas Jefferson

"Knowledge is in every country the surest basis of public happiness."

George Washington
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness."

Preamble to the Declaration of Independence
“...You say you got a real solution. Well, you know, We’d all love to see the plan! You ask me for a contribution. Well, you know, We’re all doing what we can. But if you want money For people with minds that hate, All I can tell you is brother you have to wait!” Revolution, John Lennon.
81 Submissions Eligible for Nominations

4 Scripts (these do not screen)

1. The Rifle by Diana Lee Woody - Finalist
2. Moonracer by Jessi Thind - Finalist
3. Perry by RJ Watson - Semi-Finalist
4. Mother Earth’s Convalence by Anthony Maldonado - Selected

18 Finalists (screening)

5. A Conversation with America by Jim Kroft
6. Our Own House by Vanessa Bergonzoli, Jeremy Kaplan & Tyler Robinson
7. Hot Mess by Blake Bevans
8. The Cannabis Biz by Jonny Caplan
9. Reparations by Gregory G. Allen
10. Where Justice Ends by George Zuber
11. A Woman’s Place is in the House by Judith Lynn Stillman
12. Saving Jake by Katie Damien
13. I Love Marijuana by Whiskey Sharts
14. Nuclear Free Power to the People by Markus Kaiser-Mühlecker
15. Ads in Wonderland by Matthieu Lietaert
16. Diamond in the Rough by Rob Walker
17. Pearl Cadillac by Clément Oberto
18. Hegel’s Angel by Simone Rapisarda Casanova
19. The Gate: Dawn of the Baha’i Faith by Bob Hercules
20. Electric Forest’s Beyond the Trees: Delores by Steve Conry
21. One World Family - Original Song by Marco Gässler & Marcos Negrao
22. Nefertiti XXI by Alessandro Bordoni
32 Semi-Finalists (screening)

23. Born to Die by Elizabeth Usher
24. My Stretch of Texas Ground by Erich Kemp
25. Do You Think of Me? By Donny Walker
26. Activized by Eric Stange
27. Demystifying Cannabis by Greg Nosaty
28. Radical Camp by Sara Reginella
29. Living in the Gap by Paul Gibbs
30. What if…by Noah Berlow
31. No Limits by Bradley Kussy
32. Transforming Safety: A New Vision for Public Safety by Lisa Harris
33. The Man in Between by Thomas Ross
34. The Man of the Trees by Andrea Trivero
35. American Hate by Daniel Brea
36. Shoot the Moon by Jason Lindgren
37. Here Today by Erica Arvold
38. Love Anyway by Jason Russell
39. Lincoln Is Crying: The Grifters, Grafters and Govs. of Illinois by John Davies
40. The Lucky (El Afortunado) by Wisny Dorce
41. Family by David L. Bradburn
42. Triple Take by Nick Nanton
43. Eyes in the Forest by Ryan Ffrench
44. The Love You’re Looking For by Alex Bevere
45. Spinnaker by Nadine Licostie
46. Uprising by Antonie Frank Grahamsdaughter
47. Lab Dog by Noemi Durivou
48. Chasing the Present by Mark Waters
49. Bring Me an Axe by Kilimanjaro Media & Okoa Mtaa Foundation
50. Eyes Nicely Open - Edwin Watters and the Econ. of Merit by Elizabeth Colunga
51. Grounded While Walls Fall by Zein Nakhoda
52. Daniel Laurent - Outside by Jeffrey Palmer
53. Faces of the 47th: The Art of Activism by Cacky Poarch
54. Liddy Clark - Shot Down (Stand Up) by Laura Malatos & Brad Wong

27 Selected (screening)

55. Jenae Ronas - Two Arms Apart by Elizabeth Usher
56. Side by Side by Ron Taylor
57. Life in a Vial by Samantha Bolin
58. …I am Water by Jim Hall
59. Power Out by Benjamin Myers
60. A Place Called Home by Kerri Gannan
61. All the Student Council’s Men by Hunter F. Burns
62. The Peaceful Revolution by Ed Munter
63. Journey to Social Activism by William Lange
64. Safer Spaces: A Film About Shawna Potter by Bill Fulkerson
65. How to Love Your Enemy: A Restorative... by Sam Martin & Matt Battaglia
66. Anthropomorphic Climate Change is Real by Ampersand (Susie Davis) & Ian Greeb
67. “Neither Greek nor Jew” by Pavel Chukov
68. Paradise Lost by Adam Smith & Ryan Sandberg
69. Reflections by Vickie Rose Sampson
70. Esperanza’s Turn by Melissa Gregory Rue
71. Sown by Calvin Mumm
72. Singing a Great Dream by Anna Stirr & Bhakta Syangtan
73. Fade to Black by Tracy Medberry
74. Behind the Walls by Reetu Shah
75. Steve Hill - Once Upon a Time by George Wada
76. I Was That Kid: Breaking the Cycle of Juvenile Crime by Manjula Varghese
77. L’eau Est La Vie (Water is Life)…by Sam Vinal
78. Bound by Precedent by Maryanne Galvin
79. Active Voices: Gun Reform Activism in Rochester, NY by Jeremy Sarachan
80. The Blood Between Us by Trayc Patchin
81. Weaponized by James O’Brien

Submissions Not Eligible for Nominations

Withdrawn & Not Screening

1. An Absolute Mind by Lauren Lola - Script - Withdrawn
2. Clean Green Dream by Wilson Moyer - Music - Withdrawn
3. Jail Break by Amber Miller Student - Music - Withdrawn
4. Final Cuts by Liam Lockhart - Film - Withdrawn
5. Preamble by Alan J. Chriest - Film - Withdrawn

Semi-Finalist/Selected & Not Screening

1. I Hate Crimes by Sydney Dobbs - Film - Selected
2. The Hidden Map by Ani Hovannisian - Film - Semi-Finalist
3. All We’ve Got by Alexis Clements - Film - Semi-Finalist
4. Make America Safe by Blanche Baker - Film - Selected
Submissions Not Eligible for Nominations (Continued)

Not Selected & Not Screening

1. Happy Trans Girl Like Me by Fran Sisco - Music - Not Selected
2. A Kinder Shade of Green by Elizabeth Usher - Music - Not Selected
3. Because I Could by Niki J. Borger - Film - Not Selected
4. Behind the Badge by John Martins III - Script - Not Selected
5. COVID-19 Ghosts Revenge by Andrew Kirby - Script - Not Selected
6. Forgive Me My Trespasses by D. Pepper Massey - Film - Not Selected
7. He Too by Jyoti Singh - Film - Not Selected
8. Kill Shot by David Monk - Film - Not Selected
9. Made in America by Anonymous - Script - Not Selected
10. Plague and Virus in Nostradamus... by Shihyun Wang - Film - Not Selected
11. Tomorrow Never Came by Lisa Dunning - Film - Not Selected
COLORADO INTL ACTIVISM FILM FESTIVAL
July 24 - August 14
INFINITEPERIMETER.COM
$2 Subscribe Now | ONEPlusphi.VHX.TV | @InfinitePFilms
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances."

First Amendment
"The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people."

Amendment IX to the U.S. Constitution
Thank you submitters, judges & friends!
Colorado International Activism Film Festival
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Film Festival